PE310/510-D
Module 9
Learning Guide
Life at the Cross-Roads:
The Body, Sex, and Marriage
Before you start...
 Do the pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide p6 + uploads on Moodle) + Forum Post
 From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share about your vocation or current affairs

1. INTRODUCTION
Having considered politics, business, economics and health last module, this module we explore the vexed
issues of the body, sex, and marriage. Why did God give us bodies, and how are they to be used? In a
polarised context with daily debates over what the Bible does and doesn’t say about (homo)sexuality and
“Same Sex Marriage” (SSM), what is a truly biblical worldview to guide us forward in wisdom?
In the first session we will centre on student interaction/sharing and unpacking the pre-readings. In
particular, we will focus in on constructing a worldview of the body and (dis)ability. What are bodies for,
and how are we to understand and engage bodies that don’t seem to be working “normally”, as in the case
of people with Down’s Syndrome? Again, we are applying all we’ve learned across the course through the
filter of creation, fall and redemption. Where can I see creational intent? How has cultural idolatry of the
fall twisted this good gift? And how may I faithfully participate in the biblical story with healing action?
In the second and third session we will employ a new model of constructing a worldview, emerging from
public practical theology. In five movements we will enter the conflicted space of Same-Sex Marriage, in
light of changing understanding and practice of sexual ethics, and the Safe Schools campaign on gender
identity fluidity. We will consider: What is going on? Why is it going on? What should be going on? Where is
the common ground (for these conflicted perspectives)? And how should we respond? Consider this a
workshop on wisdom in how to live faithfully at the cross-roads of the (post)modern and biblical stories.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
1. Form a worldview of bodies and (dis)ability, seeing creation, fall and redemption in our physicality.
2. Employ a five-movement public theology model to construct a wise response to (homo)sexuality & SSM
OUTCOMES
On completion of this module, students shall be expected to explain to their neighbour their Christian
worldview of (dis)ability as an embodied person, and construct/justify their own view on (homo)sexuality.
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 1:20-4:50pm, with breaks from 2:10-3:05pm, and 3:55-4:00pm)
1:20 Student Sharing (Praying the News + Vocation), Reading Review + (Dis)Ability (50 minutes)
3:05 “Everything’s Bent” Part I: What’s going on and why + What should be going on? (50 minutes)
4:00 “Everything’s Bent” Part II: Where’s the Common Ground + How should we respond? (50 minutes)
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2. INTERACTION: CURRENT AFFAIRS, GOD@WORK + REVIEW READINGS

Activity 9.1: Praying the Papers
BBC + Prayer (10 mins.)
“The Pastor and the Faithful should not deceive themselves into
thinking that they are a religious society, which has to do with
certain themes; they live in the world. We still need—according
to my old formulation—the Bible and the Newspaper. … [So]
take your Bible and take your newspaper, and read both. But
interpret newspapers from your Bible.” – Karl Barth
Each week, one student will share a newspaper article or media
clip concerning events in the public square. The grid of
creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action
(creation, fall, restoration) should be used in evaluating this
aspect of local or global news. (Perhaps the one minute BBC
world summary will give you some stimulus:
www.bbc.com/news/av/10462520/one-minute-world-news.)
First, share your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
Second, as a class we’ll consider what a faithful and embodied
Christian response may look like—a response that addresses
both our thinking, and cultivating practices/liturgies that direct
our heart to desire and represent the Kingdom of God.
Third, we’ll bring this aspect of the world to Jesus in prayer.

Class Activity 9.2: God @ Work (10 mins.)
Each week one or two students will share for 3-5 minutes
concerning his or her main vocation, and how to live faithfully
at the crossroads. You’ll work through the same questions as
used in the various “God @ Work” interviews/transcripts
each module.
1. Describe your vocation
2. Where do you see creational intent in this vocation
(designed for good)
3. How has cultural idolatry (sin) warped this vocation?
(damaged by evil)
4. How might you participate redemptively with healing
action as you seek first the Kingdom of God? (restored
for better  sent together to heal the world
a taste of when God sets everything right)
Afterward, we’ll pray for you, dedicating your vocation afresh to the glory of God.
(n.b. You may find, in preparation for sharing, the Module 2 “Kingdom Gap” graphic a helpful frame)
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Class Activity 9.3: Reading Review (25 mins.)
In response to the pre-reading for this module, students will be chosen to share on one of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
The whole class can then contribute to further discussion, bouncing off their own forum posts.
The aim is to ground the readings and apply them to one’s life in general and ministry context in
particular. [N.b. this module we will integrate the reading review with Class Activity 9.4 below.]
This is the ideal time to bring up whatever is confusing,
or questions you have in regards to the course material, so don’t be shy!

Pre-Reading for this Module … What are your key questions and insights?
Sarah Williams “Sexuality in the Modern World” mp3 [here] (1hr40)

Kamal Weerakoon, “Towards an Evangelical Sexual Anthropology & Ethic” (19pp)

Vaughan Offline, “The Perfected Body?” (5pp)

Adeney & Heath, “Marriage: What’s It For?” (8pp)

Resource 9.1: Body & (Dis)Ability
What are bodies for? And how do we make sense of (dis)ability? As a way in, check these sources out:
Benson, David. “Why Jesus Won’t Heal ‘Disabilities’.” Wonderingfair Blog, August 14, 2014.
https://wonderingfair.com/2014/08/14/why-jesus-won’t-heal-‘disabilities’/.
The many works of Pentecostal theologian Amos Yong on disability, such as Theology and Down
Syndrome (2007), The Bible, Disability and the Church (2011), and The Bible and Disability: A Commentary
(with editors Sarah Melcher and Mikeal Parsons, 2017).
The many works of L’Arche founder, Jean Vanier, including Becoming Human (2008), Drawn Into the
Mystery of Jesus Through the Gospel of John (2004; abridged in 2015 as The Gospel of John, the Gospel of
Relationship), From Brokenness to Community (1992), and his classic, Community and Growth (1989).
Additionally, on disability, see Nancy Eisland’s The Disabled God: Toward a Liberatory Theology of
Disability (1994), Thomas Reynold’s Vulnerable Communion: A Theology of Disability and Hospitality
(2008), Henri Nouwen’s Adam: God’s Beloved (2012), Michael Beates and Joni Eareckson Tada’s Disability
and the Gospel: How God Uses Our Brokenness to Display His Grace (2012), and Brian Brock and John
Swinton's Disability in the Christian Tradition (2012).
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On a holistic anthropology more broadly, of humanity as embodied and loving/desiring animals, see
David Kelsey’s Eccentric Existence: A Theological Anthropology (2009), Roger Scruton’s On Human Nature
(2017), Joel Green’s Body, Soul, and Human Life: The Nature of Humanity in the Bible (2008), Nancey
Murphy’s Bodies and Souls, or Spirited Bodies? (2006), James K. A. Smith’s Desiring the Kingdom (2009),
Imagining the Kingdom (2013), and You Are What You Love (2016), the edited volume by R. Ruard
Ganzevoort, Rein Brouwer, and Bonnie Miller-McLemore, City of Desires—A Place for God?: Practical
Theological Perspectives (2013), Alasdair MacIntyre’s brilliant Dependent Rational Animals: Why Human
Beings Need the Virtues (2001) and Christian Smith’s exploration, Moral, Believing Animals: Human
Personhood and Culture (2009). Cf. Rhea & Langer, “Theology of the Body in a Pornographic Age” (2015).
See also the many works of Cambridge scholar Sarah Coakley, such as God, Sexuality, and the Self: An
Essay 'On the Trinity' (2013), Religion and the Body (2000), Faith, Rationality and the Passions (2012), The
New Asceticism: Spirituality, Gender and the Quest for God (2015). You get a window into her thoughts
on sexuality and Christian faith through some of her popular articles: “Rethinking Sex and the Church”
(2010, ABC Religion & Ethics, Parts 1, 2, and 3) [with summary here … I’ve compiled these pieces into one
pdf on Moodle here] and her 2009 essay, “Is there a Future for Gender and Theology?” (Criterion 47, no.
1, pp2-11 here, or on Moodle here). See also the edited volume by Morling College scholars Edwina
Murphy and David Starling, The Gender Conversation: Evangelical Perspectives on Gender, Scripture, and
the Christian Life (2017), based on a 2015 Symposium (videos here).

Class Activity 9.4: Embodied (Dis)Ability (20 mins.)
Imagine you are leading a high school, church-based, youth group. In the discussion time, as part of a
wide-ranging theme on “body life”, two adolescents raise some curly questions. Discuss each in turn,
considering creational intent, cultural idolatry, and healing action. In a 30 second (3 sentence) soundbite, what might you say to see this impressionable teen on a healthy worldview footing for life?
(1) Ben says, “All this talk of bodies is confusing. My previous church said we are spiritual beings
having a physical experience. Do your best to control your desires, especially sex stuff, so your
soul becomes holy and ready for heaven. Our bodies go to the ground and our souls—who we
really are—enter eternal life, like the angels. If this is true, why did God even bother to give us
bodies at all, with all of these hard-to-control desires?” … Using the framework of creation, fall,
and redemption, how would you reply?
(2) Sarah turns the discussion on its head, based on
a 60 Minutes report she watched (“Right or Wrong:
New Down’s Syndrome Screening,” Episode 27,
2017: video here/youtube here; Down Syndrome
Australia response here). She says, “You say that
bodies matter, but what about when they’re broken?
If God made us to live life to the full, then shouldn’t
we do everything we can to stop pain and suffering?
With all our technology today, we can do like they
did in Iceland [CBS Report here; response by National
Review here] and screen out disabilities like Down’s Syndrome. Less problems, more pleasure,
sounds like a good thing. What do you reckon?” Construct a worldview of (dis)ability to respond.

Reflection Activity 9.1
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#9.1 Using the framework of creation, fall and redemption (creational intent, cultural idolatry, and
healing action), respond to either (1) or (2) from Class Activity 9.4 above, aimed at a confused teen.
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3. WHAT ARE SEX & MARRIAGE FOR?

Resource 9.2: A Positive View of Sex and Marriage
What are sex and marriage for? Framing a positive and primarily creational theology, check these out:
Beyond the Sarah Coakley books and articles in Resource Box 9.1 above, it’s best to start your research
with the recommended pre-reading: Kamal Weerakoon, “Towards an Evangelical Sexual Anthropology &
Ethic” (19pp); also Adeney & Heath, “Marriage: What’s It For?” (8pp). Andrew Sloane’s 2017 short
article, “Questioning Sexuality” frames the foundational questions well.
Anne Klose’s 30 August 2017 Malyon College Chapel Talk, offers a Christian
perspective of sex, both for the celibate and the married. Reflecting God’s triune
love, sex is intended to draw us out of ourselves towards shalom where all
parties find delight, in a community of joy where singles and married alike find
meaning. This follows a similar line to Anne’s Masters thesis, In Conversation
with Anders Nygren: Towards a Narrative Theology of Love (2009; on Moodle), in
which she challenges Nygren’s classic thesis from 1953 that agape is entirely
pure and transcendent (otherworldly, from God), while eros is a worldly love of
fallen creatures destined for disoriented desire. Rather, they are synergistic.
For foundational explorations of the purpose of sex and marriage, see:
 J. Budziszewski’s On the Meaning of Sex (2012; Moodle) as he delineates the different
fundamental aspects of sex, particularly difference and transcendence. This kind of philosophical
precision is also found in the article by Australian Christian University’s Professor of Philosophy,
John Ozolins, “Why the Argument for Same-Sex Marriage is Not Sound” (ABC Religion & Ethics,
September 4, 2017 here), laying bare the logical issues of equivocating over a life-long same-sex
union, and marriage, which is founded upon complementarity/difference. Similarly, see the
defense of exclusively male and female “comprehensive bodily union” in Sherif Girgis, Ryan
Anderson and Robert George’s book, What Is Marriage? (2012; Moodle). My favourite book is by
Ryan Messmore, In Love: The Larger Story of Sex and Marriage (2017), contrasting our erotic play
and intimate connections today with the richer Jewish Betrothal Story (overview here; talk here).
 Dennis Hollinger’s The Meaning of Sex: Christian Ethics and the Moral Life (2009; Moodle) offers
an excellent narrative outline of a Christian worldview of sex. He also traces the key purposes of
sex, biblically understood (spoiler alert for activity below), being “consummation of marriage,
procreation, love, and pleasure … a morally legitimate sexual act is set in the context of these
four primary purposes or ends. These are God’s designs for physical intimacy, and our Maker
desires that they be held together as a unit. The ethics of any sexual act is then tested against
the ability to encompass these four ends, or at least be in the context of these ends. The full yet
mysterious meaning of sex is found in these four purposes, set in the context of the larger
biblical worldview” (2009, 95). From a more artistic perspective, see Rob Bell’s Sex. God:
Exploring the Endless Connections Between Sexuality and Spirituality (2012 [2007]; Moodle).
 Following James Smith’s shift from worldviews to worship, social imaginary and habit-forming
practices, Jonathan Grant’s book, Divine Sex: A Compelling Vision for Christian Relationships in a
Hypersexualized Age (2015; Moodle) paints a picture of desire and faithful discipleship in an
exclusively immanent age. Well worth the read, putting the ideas into action. Similarly, see Rod
Dreher’s The Benedict Option: A Strategy for Christians in a Post-Christian Nation (2017; Moodle)
where he explores “Eros and the New Christian Counterculture” (195-217).
 On a broader theology and practice of marriage, representing a variety of perspectives, see
Timothy and Kathy Keller’s The Meaning of Marriage: Facing the Complexities of Commitment
with the Wisdom of God (2013), Gary Thomas’s, Sacred Marriage: What If God Designed
Marriage to Make Us Holy More Than to Make Us Happy? (2015), Matt Chandler’s The Mingling
of Souls: God's Design for Love, Marriage, Sex, and Redemption (2015), and Rob Bell’s The
Zimzum of Love: A New Way of Understanding Marriage (2016).
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In worldview studies, there is a dangerous tendency
to treat everything as a problem. Politics.
Technology. Health. Sport. Even sex and marriage.
Where did it go wrong? Why is everything so bent?
How goes sin?
Critique and reconstruction of the world most
definitely has a place. For we are concerned with
cultural idolatry (what went wrong), and healing
action (how might we respond toward kingdomoriented transformation). And yet, lest we
absolutise brokenness, we must first begin by giving
full force to God’s good world and his creational intent for the planet we inhabit.
Even in the confused and unbridled sexuality of contemporary pop music, we see signals of something
more. It may not be as simple as G. K. Chesterton catchily mused, that “Every man who knocks on the door
of a brothel is looking for God” (see here). Our desires can be so warped as to principally be about erotic
self fulfilment rather than other-directed agape love.1 And yet, to the degree that we truly seek connection,
union, ecstasis beyond one’s self, then we may well be reaching for what is a gift of the God who is love (1
Jn 4:8). Our grasping for gratification, as idolatrous and misdirected as it may be, can be a pursuit of—or at
least pathway toward—transcendence through imbibing immanence between the sheets.
Can you discern a desire for union, transcending oneself, even finding God, here? Creation and fall coexist:
**I’m aware that discussion of this topic, and these songs/material can cause a brother or sister in Christ to
stumble … no expectation to look through this, especially if this is a weak point, but note the connections**
 Madonna’s “Like a Prayer” (lyrics/video: “When you call my name it's Like a Little prayer / I'm down
on my knees, I wanna take you there / In the midnight hour I can feel your power / Just Like a
prayer you know I’ll take you there”); contrast with Rob Bell’s Nooma DVD “Flame” on passion
 Hozier’s “Take Me to Church” (lyrics/video: “The only heaven I’ll be sent to, is the heaven when I’m
with you … I'll worship like a dog at the shrine of your lies / I'll tell you my sins and you can sharpen
your knife / Offer me that deathless death / Good God, let me give you my life)
 Bruno Mars’ “Locked Out of Heaven” (lyrics/video: “Never had much faith in love or miracles /
Never wanna put my heart on the line / But swimming in your world is something spiritual / I'm
born again every time you spend the night / Cause your sex takes me to paradise)
 John Mayer’s “Your Body Is a Wonderland” (lyrics/video); parallel to the child-like
sense of “Rediscovering Wonder” at what brings us great joy and excitement.
 The raw sensuality, passion, and spurned fidelity (e.g. “Love Drought”; video:
“Why do you deny yourself heaven? … but you are the love of my life” … see
also “Sandcastles”) behind Beyonce’s groundbreaking 2016 album, Lemonade
(video), reviewed by Beth Jones in Christian Century (Moodle).
 The artist Prince, renowned as a “Sex God”, actually came to faith and saw his
music as pointing through sexuality and desire to God (Wall Street Journal
tribute here; make of that what you will!). Cf. Marvin Gaye, “Sexual Healing”
 Less superficial but still from pop-culture, see the Aussie movie written and
Directed by Sarah Watt, My Year Without Sex: One Family, One Year, No Sex;
What Else Is There? (2009).
1

That said, I agree with the Augustinian assertion (also here) that rightly directed eros coincides with—not
contradicts—agape. We are attracted to what is truly good. The sovereignty of God may limit, discipline and redirect
our desire, but unlike Buddhism it is about correct realisation of desire within the order/form of good creation rather
than suppression. Sexual desire points to desire for God as the highest object/person of our affections. Thus, to some
degree, the critique of “Jesus is my boyfriend” worship songs misses the mark for a community called as the bride of
Christ (a point Sydney Anglicans even acknowledge!). Cf. James K. A. Smith, You Are What You Love (2016, 9-15).
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Rob Bell frames this well in his book, Sex. God: Exploring the Endless Connections
Between Spirituality and Sexuality (Bell 2007, vii-xiii):
And when we begin to sort through all of the issues surrounding our sexuality,
we quickly end up in the spiritual, because this is always about that. … It’s always
about something else. Something deeper. Something behind it all. You can’t talk
about sexuality without talking about how we were made. And that will
inevitably lead you to who made us. At some point you have to talk about God.
From a biblical perspective, there can be no “bad” or “evil” without the co-existence
of an original “good” which it perverts and upon which it parasitically survives. Whilst
I recognise this language and framing is highly offensive to some, the same goes for the
focus of this module, as we turn from the body and desire generically, to the vexed issues of
(homo)sexuality and “Same Sex Marriage” (SSM).
As Andrew Sloane observes (“Questioning Sexuality” here), the church is facing serious sex questions:
[W]hat right do churches and other religious groups have to impose their morality on others?
How can we deny people the freedom to express their love? How can we refuse to
acknowledge who they are as gay or lesbian people? How can such attitudes be allowed to
control the laws of a secular society? And overarching it all: what role should religion play in
public discourse?
Great questions, to be sure. But most start with sex and sexual identity politics as a problem.
What happens if we start with a methodology like
Appreciative Inquiry?2 What is the life-giving core of
sex and marriage? What does it need to thrive?
Perhaps we can first tell success stories of these topics
at their glorious best, rather than looking for issues?
Like we did in an earlier Module on the church, it’s
helpful to employ something like Aristotle’s four causes
(5 minute Khan Academy video here) to make sense of
any complex phenomenon and change in the world.
Take sex and marriage:
 What is the efficient cause that brought sex
and marriage into being?
 What is the material cause that makes up a
marriage—i.e., necessary ingredients?
 What is the formal cause of sex and marriage, the essential (not accidental) structure or
design?
 As we’ve previously explored, the form should serve a function (action) that
leads to a final cause, being the purpose/end/telos of that thing.
This is all necessary to define our affirmative topic. It frames how we
judge deviations like pornography, masturbation, contraception, BDSM,
LBGTIQA+, “friends with benefits”, abortion, cohabitation, defacto, divorce.
2

Cf. Mark Lau Branson’s Memories, Hopes, and Conversations: Appreciative Inquiry, Missional Engagement, and
Congregational Change (2016); David Cooperrider’s Appreciative Inquiry: A Positive Revolution in Change (2005); and
an outline of this methodology online here and here.
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Sloane continues, putting flesh on this final question:
Here’s one neglected question: what is sex for? This question has dominated the historic
Christian conversation about marriage, sex, and procreation. But it also contributes to broader
discussions of sex and sexuality. By asking about the purpose of sex, theology has a real
contribution to make to our cultural conversation.
Sitting with that question for a while might lead to other interesting questions that are not
being asked. For instance, is there such a thing as sexuality? As sexual orientation? If so, are
they fundamental to our identity? Does our understanding of our sexuality enhance or
inhibit our flourishing as persons and in relationships? And what does that flourishing entail?
In this course, we have framed our larger human purpose as shalom and salvation: we are to enter the duty
and delight of learning how to love God, our neighbour as ourselves, and lovingly cultivate the world. And,
given the brokenness in the world brought about by human rebellion and disorientation, we are to
evangelise and make disciples of people who are cultivated to cultivate the world. At the same time, Christfollowers are to particularly love other believers as a model to an onlooking world of the kind of fecund
interrelationship for which we were created, inviting all humanity to truly image and enter the loving
coinherence (divine interpenetration) of Father–Son–Spirit out of which the cosmos was birthed.
How might this narrative reframe our vision of and for sex and marriage?
Now, to be sure, if your underlying narrative and worldview is simply that of
materialistic survival of the fittest, then sex and marriage take on a different
hue. It’s about propagation of a species, passing on your genes, aided by
pleasurable intercourse and a
stable partner (“just mammals”).
Add an existential spin, where our
identity is found in emotivism and
expressing our deepest feeling
and identity … sex, marriage,
even gender identity, are now
about authenticity and feeling.
They simply make known your
desire and will to be with
another, at least until the
desires fade and you fall “in love”
with another. There is no solid basis for anyone telling another that
they are “wrong” or that their felt or constructed identity is askew.
(Monty Python’s Life of Brian sketch on a man wanting to be a
woman, decrying discrimination that he can’t have a baby and be
supported by all people, looks less comedic and more prophetic in
today’s confused climate of “rights”. Our protests, as John Cleese
demurs, is less symbolic of our struggle against oppression, and
more symbolic of “our struggle against reality”. [Cf. Budziszewski.])
No wonder our public arguments about what marriage is fall on deaf
ears, obscured by slogans of “love is love” and “marriage equality”.
Before we enter into the fraught public square and make whatever case under God we feel is right, we had
first better answer these foundational questions for ourselves. Without clarity on what sex and marriage
are for, biblically defined, we are unlikely to convince our neighbours whose framing (post)modern
narrative is foreign to our way of seeing and living in the world.
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Class Activity 9.5: Final Cause of Sex/Marriage (20 mins.)
Divide the class in half, focused on the final cause of either sex (group A) or marriage (group B):
From the perspective of a biblical worldview, what is the purpose (telos/end) of sex or marriage?
Think (solo 2 minutes to list top 2 purposes)  Pair (2 minutes; share your purposes and agree on 3)
 Fours (double again for 3 minutes to agree on 3 purposes)  Eights+ (combine all students in your
group for 4 minutes, and agree on 4 purposes for your phenomenon, either sex or marriage. Write these
on the board.)
As a whole class, compare the two lists for the purpose of sex, and the purpose of marriage.
 Where are they similar or different?
 Is there a synergistic final cause for both, and how does this relate to God’s creational intent?
 Is this further modified by cultural idolatry and healing action? How/why?
This becomes a base-line narrative for our central discussion of (homo)sexuality and “SSM”.

As an optional extra, you might like to see how this
compares to the musings of a secular philosopher
like Alain de Botton, founder of The School of Life
(all videos here), particularly his video (right) on
“Why Bother With Marriage?” Use this heuristic
from Module 7:
 What can we commend in this video, from
a biblical perspective of marriage?
 What should we challenge, given the
theology of sex and marriage discovered above?
 What barriers does de Botton’s philosophy pose to a secular person receiving biblical wisdom?
 What bridge is there from his view of marriage to the gospel of God’s grace in Christ?
(de Botton has videos on “How love stories ruin our love lives” and “A
Novel to Help Our Love Lives”, explaining why this philosopher took on
writing two works of fiction: On Love [2006] and The Course of Love
[2017]. If you prefer a clearer exposition of his secular but fairly well
rounded philosophy, you might prefer his book How to Think More About
Sex [2012], or his decidedly unromantic TED style talks on Sex, Love [and
“The History of Ideas: Love”], and “Why You Will Marry the Wrong
Person”. For related school of life videos, each offering secular wisdom on these themes, see “Loving
and being loved”, “Why only the happily single will find love”, “Why ‘love’ is a useless word—and three
alternatives”, “Why God wants you to have sex every Friday”, and “How to understand sexiness”.

Reflection Activity 9.2
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following question, and tick off the related box
on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#9.2 Drawing on your pre-reading for this module, and exploration from Activity 9.5 above, explain the
purpose of either sex or marriage from a biblical worldview, in a way a secular friend might understand.
… Having laid a positive foundation for sexuality and marriage, we now adopt a problem-based
methodology, being a public practical theology cycle. The following draws from both the “Theology for
Everyday Life” (Modules 2 & 9) and “Christian Apologetics” (Module 11) Malyon College Courses.
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4. “EVERYTHING’S BENT”: WORKSHOP ON (HOMO)SEXUALITY & SSM
4.1

‘Homophobia’ Today

While working on my Masters
Thesis, “The Thinking Teen”
(Benson 2009), I spent a lot of
time with my head in
adolescent and emerging adult
sociological data. It was striking
how centrally sexuality
featured in young people’s
attitudes to Christianity
generally, and the Bible in
particular.
Consider, for instance, these
observations and case-studies
from Australian Generation Y
research3:
*Michael is an example of the
prevalent SECULAR Spirituality
type (p. 28ff.):
Michael is a 23 year old
education graduate who is gay:
“Michael is what we describe in
later chapters as a Secular—
someone who eschews
religious and spiritual beliefs
and follows a secular path in
life.” … “His spirituality now is
decidedly non-religious. 'I'm
proud to say I have no religion,
I don't believe in them, I don't
affiliate with the church. I guess
it's pushed me away ... I feel very strongly about homosexual rights, I don't identify as heterosexual myself.'
Asked whether he ‘draws upon the ideas of a particular religion or philosophy,’ Michael responds:
‘I do—negatively—it informs how I think about things, but in the negative. I see Christianity really negatively
because of its extreme stance on things like homosexual marriages, abortion, premarital sex. Things that I
think are OK, churches that I have seen on TV seem to condemn. So in that sense I totally distance myself
from them. ... I guess what it is that turns me off most about it is Christian people who I talk to. You know,
people who try and harass you about their faith, and also media portrayals of it.’
Michael strongly affirms personal autonomy, especially in the area of sexuality, and he was angry and
defiant when he described in the interview what he sees as the moralism of the churches.”
3

Note that Generation Y are people born between 1981-1994. They were teenagers at the time of my project (2009).
This case study and commentary comes from Australia’s most comprehensive study of adolescent spirituality: Michael
Mason, Andrew Singleton, and Ruth Webber, The Spirit of Generation Y: Young People's Spirituality in a Changing
Australia (Mulgrave, Australia: John Garratt Publishing, 2007), pp. 28ff., 78ff., 110ff.
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*“48% of Gen Y indicated that they did not identify with any religion or denomination” … (currently that is)
… nearly all of those raised this way remained so, but the group grew by about 20% (1/5) of the other
religious groups (p. 78).
“In fact, 20% of those raised as Christian have already, before reaching the age of 25, rejected membership
of any church. In our lengthier interviews, we spoke to many of these. In most cases, the link to church
was never very strong; there was little involvement with the church on the part of either their parents or
themselves.”
The primary reason raised why they were no longer associated with their religion/denomination was to do
with issues with the church:
Church failings (68/138 interviewed on phone who offered reasons)
Don’t accept moral teachings (103/138)
Don’t accept beliefs (69/138)
“The moral teaching most often objected to was the church's attitude to homosexuality.”
“Teachings about homosexuality were also the major reason, across all categories, young people gave for
not identifying with a religion. Other notable moral teachings people disliked included the church's
attitude to women, especially the ordination of women, rules about sex before marriage and the
prohibition of abortion” (p. 80). … “The negative publicity about sexual abuse by church personnel was
also noted by many participants” (p. 110).
One reason is the exclusion of gays and people with differences in sexuality; women can't be priests and
priests can't marry. And they're against pre-marital sex or remarriage after divorce.” (This antagonism was
especially directed at Catholics re: sexual ethics [abortion, sex before marriage, contraception,
homosexuality, and role of women].)
*In general, “The most prominent reasons stated in these very detailed accounts were the following:
• Disagreement with church moral teaching, especially on issues of sexual ethics such as homosexuality,
contraception, and premarital intercourse; both participants and researchers described this as the
'irrelevance' of the church to modern life;
• Dissatisfaction with church leadership at many levels: problems mentioned included especially sexual
abuse, authoritarianism, discrimination against women, poor homilies, unenlightened policies; a perceived
lack of tolerance; also problems with particular priests” (p. 114).
These findings mirror the McCrindle “Faith and Belief in Australia” Report (2017; cf. “Australian
Communities Report” 2011) for the Australian population as a whole (33% of non-Christians who are “open
to change” say that the church’s attitude to homosexuality is their biggest belief blocker), and studies of
emerging adults in the USA (Kinnamon and Lyons 2007, 97-119; Kinnamon with Hawkins 2011, 149-167;
these studies, respectively, found that young people outside the church consistently characterised [perhaps
caricatured] Christians as “anti-homosexual” and “repressive”, factoring into the exodus of younger
generations from active belief to becoming “religious nones”).
So, when it comes to the divisive issue of Same-Sex Marriage (SSM), and surrounding questions of fluid and
non-binary gender identity espoused by programs such as “Safe Schools”, how might we respond?
In this Module’s final section, based on the “Everything’s Bent: Rethinking ‘Normal’” article (Benson 2012a
I and II) and discussion guide (Benson 2013; see under Moodle Module 9 Extra Resources for ppnt and
more), we will informally workshop and Q&A toward a constructive stance in a polarised society. That is,
we’ll reframe worldview as public theology seeking shalom in the secular city.
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Resource 9.3: (Homo)Sexuality and Gender Identity
Given the paucity of reputable information in these debates—each side grabbing studies of questionable
integrity and relevance to make their pre-determined point—I’ve pieced together a treasure-trove of
excellent sources, grouped in six categories: I. Changing societal attitudes outside and within the church to
homosexuality; II. An overarching theology of sexuality; III. A narrower theology of homosexuality; IV. Broad
and integrative arguments (sociological, philosophical, physiological) on homosexuality; V. A collection of
popular apologetic responses, mostly modelling constructive ways forward; VI. Related research and
responses on Gender Dysphoria, Sexual Identity, and ‘Safe Schools’.
I. CHANGING ATTITUDES:
See Neilsen (2017) for a record of parliamentary proceedings on the agenda of Same-Sex Marriage
(SSM). For the main battle lines, see Equality Campaign (especially the Australian Marriage Equality
Fact Sheet on Religion) versus Australian Marriage Forum, Marriage Alliance, Coalition for Marriage,
and the Australian Christian Lobby (ACL). Societal attitudes have radically changed toward
homosexuality and SSM in the last 30 years (Williams 2012). For just how much, read blogs/articles
from an antagonistic (i.e., against Christianity) perspective such as by Adamczyk (2017), Beck (2016),
the SBS programme “Gay Marriage” (2013), Johnson (2015), Jones (2015 “What Really Lies Behind
Conservative Opposition to Same-Sex Marriage?”; 2016 “Breaking News: Marriage Has Very Little to
Do With Religion [and Vice Versa]”), Gilmore (2016) and van Mill (2015 “Same-Sex Marriage Should
Not Be a Matter for a Conscience Vote”). For Christian reporting of the youth and young adult exodus
of believers from church, significantly associated with attitudes toward (homo)sexuality, see
“Australian Communities Report” (2011), Faith & Belief Report (2017), and Mason et al (2008).
Granted, conservative bodies such Sydney Anglicans and the Australian Baptists (2017; 2015) can still
rally the troops to offer a unified “Position Statement on Sexuality and Marriage” (cf. here) for its
leaders. And yet, this consensus in many evangelical quarters is fracturing. In recent years, a string of
high profile and noteworthy church leaders and ethicists have reversed their position, now supporting
the full incorporation of LGBTIQ+ people within the church, generally provided they hold to a
monogamous covenantal relationship with their partner (e.g., Gushee 2014; Whitaker 2017—
response Windsor 2017; Bell 2013; Chalke 2013; Robinson 2013; Rogers 2009).
Much of this is well motivated, based upon previous exegetical and pastoral
failures of the church, a concern to keep the gospel rather than political
wranglings central in our cultural engagement, and personal exposure to gutwrenching stories of “gay Christians” who are stuck in limbo, with no
meaningful place in Christian community (e.g., Ali 2016; “LGBTQ” Liturgists
Podcast 2015; Roberts 2012; and “Sexuality, the Bible, and Ministry”
Homebrewed Christianity Clobbercast 2016). Even so, most evangelicals—
myself included (Benson 2012b)—find these attempts to square the Bible
with a positive stance on homosexuality an inconsistent revisionism driven
by social agendas that relativise the orthodox Christian message (Guthrie 2015).
With this collision of perspectives, unsurprisingly there has been an increase in hard-edged “debates”
(typically shouting matches where the arguments pass by each other with no common ground). See,
for instance, Penny Wong vs. Cory Bernardi (2015), former Australian Christian Lobby [ACL] head Jim
Wallace on the 7PM Project (2011 “Aussie Conservatives Rally Against Gay Marriage”) and Channel
7’s Sunrise show (“Sunrise: Same Sex Showdown”), alongside a range of “Christians on Same-Sex
Mariage” here. Moving from the public square to the academic conference room at a theological
college near you, debates between Christians holding polar perspectives have also raged (e.g., Via and
Gagnon 2003; Sprinkle, Loader, DeFranza, Hill, and Holmes 2016).
All said and done, then, the rapidly changing views among secular/pluralist culture and within our
churches has made most leaders (perhaps rightly) cautious to speak. As John Stackhouse notes,
“Before You Talk or Write about Homosexuality …” (2014), there are at least 13 considerations and
things you should know, lest you speak foolishly out of turn and compromise your gospel witness.
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II. THEOLOGY OF SEXUALITY:
Before we can answer questions on a biblical response to SSM and the normalising of homosexual
relationships in society, we must answer: “what is sex for?” What are relationships and human union for,
within God’s economy and our mission of shalom and salvation in the world? We must move beyond static
commands to how the biblical narrative flows (Davies 2013; Benson 2011): the creation of good structures,
the fall into idolatry and dis-order, and the healing that comes through redemption, bought by Christ.
See Resource 9.2 above. Recapping …
For some of the best books on the purpose/meaning of sex and human union, see Budziszewski
(2014), Grant (2015), Hollinger (2015), Messmore (2017), and a fantastic animation of C. S. Lewis’s
talk “On ‘Sexual’ Morality”, from Book 3 Ch. 5 of Mere Christianity (2013). For a theology attentive to
physiology/biology, see Kamal Weerakoon’s Zadok Paper, “Towards an Evangelical Sexual
Anthropology and Ethic” (2015, 1-15). Additionally, the Centre for Christian Apologetics, Scholarship
and Education [CASE] provides some excellent Australian reflection in Vol. 12 of their Case Quarterly
journal, on the theme of “Family Foundations” (2007). While I differ with Gushee (2014) on his stance
regarding monogamous covenantal Same-Sex unions fulfilling all that God requires—complementarity
seems intrinsic and essential, rather than incidental, in the narrative—his work with Stassen on
Kingdom Ethics applied to Gender Identity and Sexual Ethics is a balanced guide, exploring both
creational good and idolatrous distortion of sexuality (Gushee and Stassen 2016, 234-269).
III. THEOLOGY OF HOMOSEXUALITY:
Turning now to a narrative theology assessing whether same sex unions are a natural development of
the biblical trajectory toward freedom, or an idolatrous turn enshrining fallen desires, see Webb
(2003), Gagnon (2001; sample talks here, here, and here), and Guthrie (2015). The single best source,
theologically challenging SSM and a normalisation of homosexuality, is Richard Hays in his classic, The
Moral Vision of the New Testament: A Contemporary Introduction to New Testament Ethics (1996, Ch.
16, 376-406). The best narrative theology speaking directly to the topic is Gordon Preece’s
“(Homo)Sex and the City of God: Sexual Ecology Between Creation and New Creation”, Ch. 6 of his
book edited alongside Michael Bird, Sexegesis: An Evangelical Response to Five Uneasy Pieces on
Homosexuality (2012, Introduction pp. 8-24 and Ch. 1, 25-47). N. T. Wright’s “Communion and
Koinonia: Pauline Reflections on Tolerance and Boundaries” (2002—see here, here and here for brief
youtube interview responses) is timely, presented at the “Future of Anglicanism” Conference to
delegates from contradictory perspectives on whether they should endorse homosexual
relationships, and if so, whether this would break the Anglican Communion (cf. here).
IV. INTEGRATIVE ARGUMENTS:
Multi-faceted questions require integrated answers. The following sources fuse theology, ethics,
philosophy, physiology, and sociology, in suggesting a response to this “wicked problem” so
resistant to resolution (cf. Stackhouse 2014, “Before You Talk or Write About Homosexuality”).
Robert Gagnon (2001; cf. Via & Gagnon 2003)—while not the most eloquent nor gracious
respondent—is the most thorough biblically, and a leading evangelical voice making an integrated
argument challenging the moral normalisation of homosexuality. For a sample of his 2008 course,
“The Bible, Homosexuality and Sexual Ethics”, listen to the 2hour mp3 here on “Science, Change and
Public Policy”. More eloquent and nuanced is John Stackhouse in his 2hr35min public lecture mp3,
“Homosexuality: Pastoral Implications” (2011). The best all-round philosophical argument (using
Aristotle’s teleological ethics fused with legal and societal nous) is offered by Ryan Anderson in his
book, Truth Overruled: The Future of Marriage and Religious Freedom (2015; 2012—cf. talks here,
here, here, here and here). John Davis’s chapter on “Homosexuality” (2004, Ch. 5 pp. 113-136) is a
helpful frame raising many core questions, as is John Stott’s chapter on “Same-Sex Relationships” in
the 4th ed. of Issues Facing Christians Today (2006, 443-482). Dale Kuehne does a brilliant job setting
these questions in their contemporary sociological context in his book, Sex and the iWorld: Rethinking
Relationships beyond an Age of Individualism (2009, 19-39, 73-98), as does Oxford historian Sarah
Williams in her 1hr40min public lecture on “Sexuality in the Modern Paradigm” (2011).
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Taking more of a physiological and psychological bent, though still bringing this into conversation with
theology and philosophy, see the incredibly insightful collection of essays as part of Morling College’s
The Gender Conversation symposium, Part VII on “Gender, Biology and Identity” (Murphy and Starling
2016, 315-363). One of the contributors, sexologist Patricia Weerakoon, is ably interviewed by Simon
Smart and the team at CPX [Centre for Public Christianity] on the topic, “Same-Sex: Homophobia and
the Church” (2011). See also the work of internationally renowned expert, Professor of Clinical
Psychology and the head of the Institute for the Study of Sexual Identity [ISSI], Mark Yarhouse. His
book, Homosexuality and the Christian: A Guide for Parents, Pastors, and Friends (2010, 11-14, 199221) is an excellent start. With Stanton Jones (2007) he has rigorously evidenced longitudinal change
in homosexual orientation through religiously mediated programs, with few adverse effects.
A key in responding to “wicked problems” is to first sit with the people most affected and implicated
by the issue and your reply—being LGBTIQ+ people, not simply an abstraction of what “they” think,
speaking on their behalf—and patiently hearing their stories. Raising challenging stories that lead the
authors to accept gay relationships, listen to The Liturgists “LGBTQ” podcast (2015). On the orthodox
side, listen to Min Soo Kang’s testimony “Uncovered: An Honest Look at Love & Sexuality” (2016), and
read Wesley Hill’s story in Washed and Waiting: Reflections on Christian Faithfulness and
Homosexuality (2016).
My single favourite source combining personal stories with solid biblical and
secular scholarship is Preston Sprinkle, People to Be Loved: Why
Homosexuality Is Not Just an Issue (2015, 13-25, 121-126, 177-189). Given
his exceptional research, I have scanned the full end-notes if you want to go
deeper.
V. POPULAR PUBLIC/APOLOGETIC RESPONSES:
How, then, to respond?
Raising significant issues, though more within a “culture wars” conservative
frame, see “Aussie Conservatives Rally Against Gay Marriage” (2011—see
associated interviews here and here), and the various articles tagged “Gay
Marriage” by the Australian Christian Lobby online here. David Phillips (2006), head of the Festival of
Light, offers a position paper on “The Status of Marital Status”, taking a firm line worth considering,
whatever final approach you prefer. Similarly, the Queensland Baptists (2015; cf. here and Australian
Baptists here) have outlined their position as applies to Baptist Leaders (not necessarily mandated for
congregants), serving in-house wisdom and wider cultural commentary if pressed.
Many offer voting advice on Same-Sex Marriage to either support (Ali 2016), abstain (Campbell 2016,
2017), potentially reject based upon abuse of religious freedom (McAlpine 2017), or simply play nice
on social media (Powell du Toit 2017; Campbell 2017). What is clear is that the only way to move
directly from what the Bible says to how a pluralistic democracy should enact laws, is if we
anachronistically treat Australia as a B.C.E. Theocracy (cf. Campbell 2017). Tackling the tricky issue of
contemporary politics, we must find a way of reciprocity (equal application of the law) that avoids the
very real dangers of both religious exclusion and religious saturation of the public sphere (Volf 2016).
My preferred approach is to ask good questions, listen well, and form a meaningful dialogue in which
apologetics is reframed as public theology for pluralistic shalom. In this, I want the gospel to be heard
as truly good and gracious news, not simply a political ploy to control people. And yet, I recognise that
any move to normalise homosexuality and enshrine SSM will have significant (and I believe, harmful)
spin offs for society as a whole (Foster 2017), particularly our vulnerable children and teens who have
a relatively fluid gender identity and are prone to experimentation. As such, I don’t take a single line
of argumentation, and may—at times—be seen to so qualify my position as to sound internally
contradictory. Still, stick with it!! Key sources include my two-part “Everything’s Bent: Rethinking
‘Normal’” blog piece (Benson 2012a I and II), and a discussion guide (Benson 2013) which you can use
in your own community/church to form your own answers. I’ve uploaded the accompanying
powerpoint (both single-slide and handout pdf) to Moodle. Also see my in-house correspondence to
guide a mainstream Baptist church on “‘Gay Marriage’ and a Christian Response” (2011). My review
of Geoffrey Roberts’ blogpiece “Gay Marriage: Where Is Jesus?” also fleshes out my view (2012b).
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Starting from the position of humility and common fallenness, see the three-part blog post series by
Matthew Gray (2012): “Woe to the Rich”, “The Christian Sodomy Epidemic”, and “We Are the Same”.
Similarly, Karl Faase’s Episode 8 on “Homosexuality”, as part of the Towards Belief DVD Series (2014),
offers a solid and yet sensitive cultural apologetic for Christian belief facing big belief blockers.
For some wisdom out of the Sydney Anglican Commission, on “Arguing in the Public Sphere” over
Human Sexuality and the ‘Same Sex Marriage’ Debate, see Thompson (2015, 5-39, 81-90). Philip
Freier, the Anglican Archbishop of Melbourne, helps seculars understand a Christian perspective on
marriage in his Age article, “God, Gays and Marriage” (2015). Taking a different tack, Budziszewki
(2013) constructs a brilliant dialogue as an apologetic strategy for addressing “So-Called Gay
Marriage”, while Vol. 39 of CASE Quarterly (2014) compiles excellent Aussie articles on the theme of
“Marriage Reconsidered”. The position paper by Brian Edgar on “Same-Sex Relationships and the
Law” (2006) is very well reasoned.
If all of this is *way* too much, then start with Dan Paterson’s
booklet “Gospel, Culture, Homosexuality: A Guide for
Christians” (2014), watch the CPX video where Simon Smart
Interviews John Dickson on “Gay Marriage” (2012), and see
how seasoned public Christian intellectuals and apologists
tackle tricky questions labelling them bigots and demanding
that the church stay out of sexual politics: Tim Keller here;
Ravi Zacharias here; Ryan Anderson here and here. The single
best apologetic source bringing all of this together is Paul
Copan (2008) in his book, When God Goes to Starbucks: A
Guide to Everyday Apologetics. See the Moodle
recommended reading for Chapters 8-10: “Does the Bible
Condemn Loving, Committed Homosexual Relationships?”
(77-93), “Aren’t People Born Gay?” (94-107), and “What’s
Wrong with Gay Marriage?” (108-118).
VI. GENDER DYSPHORIA, SEXUAL IDENTITY, AND ‘SAFE SCHOOLS’:
Lucky last, we now turn out attention to some of the many side-issues emerging politically, and the even
more recent vexed question of gender dysphoria and sexual identity, arguably replacing homosexuality
(which is seen as already settled in the affirmative) as the hot-button issue for Christians to squarely face:
See here for the official “Safe Schools Coalition” website, here for the Australian Government framing
of this programme, here for The Conversation’s (i.e., Australian Universities collective blog site for
“academic rigour, journalistic flair”) positive pieces supporting Safe Schools including and
championing LGBTIQ+ diversity (simultaneously downplaying its “radical gender theory” and
outspoken Marxist views of founder, Roz Ward), and here for a sample news-beat up depicting
Former Prime Minister John Howard as a confused bigot for resisting Safe Schools (Stott 2016).
Standing against this normalisation of non-binary gender identity, see the Australian Christian Lobby’s
sites here and here (cf. Wendy Francis’s excellent 2017 powerpoint notes from a scheduled talk in
August 2017 that was later cancelled due to SSM protest), and Stephen McAlpine’s blog, “Safe
Schools No Match for Safe Churches” (2016). Concerning the subsequent backlash against Safe
Schools in the general public, see Tomazin (2016).
Touching on Safe Schools, but mostly focused on sexual identity, see my dialogue with an agnostic
about a Christian perspective on “Trans-Sexuality and Gender Dysphoria” (Benson 2017). In this, I
draw heavily on the work of Mark Yarhouse. In particular, I’m summarising his popular piece on
“Understanding Gender Dysphoria” (Yarhouse 2015), his earlier book Sexual Identity: A Guide to
Living in the Time Between the Times (Yarhouse 2003, 3-33), and perhaps his best source of all
bringing this mega-resource box to a close, his chapters on “Sexuality in Theological Perspective” and
“Gender Dysphoria”, in his book with Erica Tan, Sexuality and Sex Therapy: A Comprehensive Christian
Appraisal (2014, 13-43 and 318-339, respectively).
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4.2

Wicked Problems, Contested Definitions, Crucial Questions

According to the Austin Centre For Design (AC4D), a wicked problem is:
a social or cultural problem that is difficult or impossible to solve for as many as four reasons:
incomplete or contradictory knowledge, the number of people and opinions involved, the large
economic burden, and the interconnected nature of these problems with other problems.
“Wicked” here denotes “resistance to resolution, rather than evil”. And whatever you think of Same-Sex
Marriage (SSM) and Homosexuality, a wicked problem it most definitely is.
Take this terse exchange between myself and a pro-Safe Schools advocate, both responding to Stott’s
(2016) painting of John Howard as a “bigot” for not supporting this programme. *Language Warning*
+++
Will McRostie ·
Small Town Transformations Administrator at Regional Arts Victoria
I really wish reporters would pull these people up on their language. Nobody is at risk of being
"persecuted", they are at risk of being criticised. Whether bigots conflate the two because they've never
been criticised before is their problem.
It's this subtle inflation of the stakes that gives their whinging power.
Like · Reply ·

23 · 28 February 2016 09:44

Dave Benson ·
Founder, Director at Christ's Pieces
You raise a fair point: 'persecution' is splashed around too freely. But, at the same time, your
own labelling of anyone who opposes same sex marriage as a 'bigot' is itself unhelpful and blatantly
wrong. A 'bigot', according to the Cambridge Dictionary of English, is: "a person who has strong,
unreasonable beliefs and who does not like other people who have different beliefs or a different way of
life." i.e. someone who discriminates without a rational basis, out of pure intolerance of, or hatred for,
another group.
You may not agree with the rationale of those defending purely heterosexual marriage, but to claim that
there is no rational basis to their claims is ignorant. To suggest that they hate those holding a different
position does not logically follow. Thus, your labelling is to demonstrate bigotry, rather than work toward
a constructive debate, irrespective of what position you hold. ...both 'sides' need to clean up their
rhetoric, lest we continue to fragment any type of common ground and common good in our rapidly
polarising country.
Like · Reply ·

2 · 22 hrs · Edited

Will McRostie ·
Small Town Transformations Administrator at Regional Arts Victoria
Dave Benson I don't recognise any argument against marriage equality as rational or
reasonable. What would the outcome of your "constructive debate" be? What concessions
would you make? Because I am here for full legal equality for my relationship and nothing less.
You are here to deny me that. There is no common ground.
This whole "tone" argument is a bullshit tactic of people like yourself who are determined to prolong this
debate for as long as possible while you continue to enjoy disproportionate privilege, power and
influence. Get out of the way and take your archaic, damaging beliefs to the fringe where they belong.
Like · Reply · 22 hrs

+++
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Welcome to the public square!!
Unfortunately, it doesn’t get much happier even on a moderated morning TV show like Channel 7’s Sunrise.

(See youtube here, or permanent download here.)
Everything is up for debate: definitions, data, directives … we barely even agree on the questions.
Even if it is a case of “fools rush in”, this issue is pressing and polarising. At least some Christians must be
equipped to wisely and winsomely speak into this space, representing a righteous view.
Even so, John G. Stackhouse, Jr., in his 2014 blog (online here), suggests a litany of considerations “Before
You Talk or Write About Homosexuality”:
+++

A few friendly tips, if I may, for those Christian leaders, preachers,
professors, pundits, activists, and anyone else who wants to participate
in our culture’s ongoing discussion of homosexuality, whether samesex marriage, bullying in schools, the rights of religious institutions or
individuals to discriminate on the basis of their traditions, and so on:
• Do your homework: You can’t plausibly discuss matters from a
serious Christian point of view—or even just about Christian views
you don’t share—unless you’ve actually studied the main text of the
Christian religion, the Bible. No more quoting just a few choice verses
on this side or that. Either study the whole Bible’s teaching on
sexuality, or keep quiet. Otherwise, you’re really just reasoning from
your own intuitions and pasting on a few Bible verses as
ornaments…or firing them as ammunition.
• Same with the legal and political situations. Don’t just refer vaguely to “the Charter” or “the Bill of
Rights” or this or that piece of legislation, but actually find out what is and isn’t legal, what is affirmed
and what is merely tolerated, and what is being proposed and what isn’t.
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• Situate anything you say about homosexuality within the context of sexuality in general. If you’re
discussing the ethics of homosexuality, make sure you’re discussing them in the context of a
comprehensive sexual ethic. If you’re discussing homosexuality and church life, make sure you’re
discussing it in terms of all the church needs to say and do about sexuality. If you’re considering
homosexuality and public policy, make sure you’re considering all of sexuality and public policy, not
just the parts dealing with one, small sector of the population.
•Make clear that you appreciate that everyone faces sexual challenges. Sex is so deeply connected with
matters of identity, self-esteem, happiness, social relations, and more that no one could plausibly claim
to be perfectly healthy in this regard. So always talk about homosexuality as just one aspect of universal
aspirations, struggles, successes, frustrations, joys, dysfunctions, delights, and sorrows in the sexual
sector of life.
• Keep matters in proportion. Make sure heterosexuality, and particularly heterosexual misbehaviour,
comes in for its proportionate share of attention. Make clear why homosexual behaviour is treated so
seriously in Scripture…and then deal with the fact that the Church has rarely been as concerned as it
ought to be about all those things listed [such as divorce and abuse] alongside homosexual actions.
• Acknowledge ambiguity. Don’t be more clear, or categorical, or comprehensive than the Bible is.
In fact, it’s always a good rule not to try to be more holy or strict than God.
• Tell the hard truths. Tell them lovingly, but tell them. Avoid the easy yeses and noes, but don’t avoid
the hard yeses and noes. Otherwise, we’re just “making nice” and not seriously addressing serious
issues.
• Make sure those hard yeses and noes include matters of love as well as truth, matters of compassion
alongside matters of correctness, matters of health alongside matters of happiness, matters of
forbearance as well as matters of faithfulness, and matters of discipline alongside matters of welcome.
• Know some people who identify as homosexual or LGBTQ+ or whatever, and know how things
look and sound and feel from their (various) points of view. Don’t settle for generalizations about “the
homosexual community” (as if there is one and they meet down at the “homosexual lodge” on
Thursday nights). Then keep considering how what you’re about to write or say is going to be heard by
your homosexual friends or neighbours or family members. You might decide not to say it. You might
still say it, but it won’t sound the same coming from someone who is truly connected personally with
the issues in this way. We need to know, “Do you see? And do you care?”
• Watch your language. Use terms carefully and define them. “Homosexuality,” “homosexual,” and the
like are terms of relatively recent coinage, and those who want to offer leadership in these debates had
better know something of the history and nature of this terminological thicket. Likewise, keep clear the
differences among words such as “orientation,” “identity,” “desire,” and “action,” and understand at
least something of the contests over their definitions and relationships. Certain activists, and both
“pro” and “con,” prefer to blur these terms together as if they simply have to come as a package, and it
will be both psychologically and politically helpful to keep them properly distinct. (I, for example, have
particular desires of a particular orientation, but how I then act in regard to those desires reflecting that
orientation is open for ethical consideration: I, and the Christian tradition generally, do not claim that I
am entitled to act sexually simply on the basis of my sincerely held desires and authentic orientation.
They are not necessarily a package.)
• Beware the cheap or loaded analogies. Sexual behaviour just isn’t the same as being a woman, or
having an ethnic identity, or belonging to a particular religion. Yes, in some ways some of the matters
involved are matters of civil rights on the same plane as women’s suffrage, say, or the just treatment of
formerly oppressed ethnic groups. Yes, in some ways the matters involved are matters of individual or
corporate freedom, as is the case with religious persons or communities. But in some ways choosing with
whom you have sex just isn’t the same as being a women or being black or belonging to a religion. So if
you’re not just trying to score points but actually pursue the truth, be careful about what is similar and
what is different and avoid the misleading equation of This with That.
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• Don’t talk or write about this terribly painful and political issue at all unless you can say everything
you want to say about it. Don’t just “mention” it in passing in a sermon or column, and certainly don’t
use it as an example of some other point you’re making. As soon as it comes up nowadays, everything
else stops and our attention is riveted on it. So bring your whole message, or don’t even start.
• On any issue, an effective speaker or writer has to connect with his or her audience in terms of reason
(logos), yes, and in terms of integrity (ethos), yes, but also in terms of feeling (pathos). All three have to be
evident and abundantly evident in discussions of these vexed questions. So don’t try to get by with only a
good argument, or a good reputation, or a good heart.
I have turned down far more invitations than I have accepted to discuss this issue in the media, in print,
and in person because I truly don’t want to make things worse in a painful, polarized situation. It is so
easy on this set of issues about which we all feel so strongly and about which so many are ready to
quarrel simply to add gas to the fire, suffering to the wounded, frustration to the alienated, and fog to
the confused.
So I take my time before I speak into this culture-wide, and now church-wide, set of conversations.
And perhaps this checklist can help you prepare well for when you want to venture into them, also.
+++

Class Activity 9.6—A Complex Issue (15 mins.)
Watch the “Sunrise Showdown” clip and then skim the Stackhouse (2014) blog on “Before You Talk or
Write About Homosexuality”, both found in the notes immediately above.
As relates to the domains of Church, Community and State, brainstorm all the facets of this debate and
questions you need to address in order to come up with a faithful and fruitful “biblical” answer to the
question of Same-Sex Marriage in Australian society.
Given the size and complexity of this issue, are we better not to speak at all? What is gained and lost?
Having explored Appreciative Inquiry as a positive method for final cause and the purpose of a
phenomenon, it’s time to adopt a practical public theology; this is ideal for dealing with these kinds of
wicked problems. In five movements, it boils down a big issue to a series of crucial questions, inviting evenhanded discussion: What’s going on and why? What should be going on? How will we respond?
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Space and time don’t permit a reproduction of the “Everything’s Bent” discussion guide and workshop
below. Nevertheless, the following structure, stimulus and questions will provoke you to think and truly
dialogue, that we might together—to everyone’s surprise!—find common ground for the common good.
<<Key stimulus includes “Everything’s Bent: Rethinking ‘Normal’” article (Benson 2012a I and II)
and discussion guide (Benson 2013) with accompanying accompanying powerpoint (slides & handout)>>

5.2.1: THE DESCRIPTIVE EMPIRICAL MOVEMENT
First, the descriptive-empirical movement involves gathering information that helps us discern patterns
and dynamics in particular episodes, situations, or contexts. It is characterised by a spirituality of priestly
listening that seeks to answer the driving question, What is going on?
Using your own personal experience alongside more empirical findings from your research, attempt
(without interpreting why) to accurately describe the experience (including behaviours, feelings, beliefs and
actions) of the following groups in relation:
1. Homosexual seekers and Christian Gays within the Church

2. Non-Christian Gays with the Church/Christians in general

3. Non-Christians with the Church/Christians in the
public sphere (media and politics) re Gay Marriage

4. Churches/Christians with Gays within the Church

5. Churches/Christians with Gays outside the Church

6. Churches/Christians with non-Christians in the public sphere (media and politics) re Gay Marriage

“Faith and Belief in Australia” Website, Infographic, Report and Presentation
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5.2.2: THE INTERPRETIVE MOVEMENT
Second, the interpretive movement involves drawing on theories of the arts and sciences to better
understand and explain why these patterns and dynamics are occurring. It is characterised by a
spirituality of sagely wisdom that seeks to answer, Why is this going on?
Thinking of the 6 key group relations in the descriptive-empirical movement above,
how might the following perspectives help us interpret Why is this happening?
1. What insight does the normative perspective (Scripture + tradition) offer on the situation?
2. What insight does the situational perspective (various disciplinary reflections) offer?
3. What insight does the existential perspective (personal, communal, spiritual experiences) offer?

5.2.3: THE NORMATIVE MOVEMENT
Third, the normative movement involves using theological concepts to interpret particular episodes,
situations, or contexts, constructing ethical norms to guide our responses. It is characterised by a
spirituality of prophetic discernment that seeks to answer, What ought to be going on?
What key passages must be considered? And what does the Bible say about
(a) Homosexuality?

(b) How we should treat Gay believers?

(c) How we should interact with Gay unbelievers?

(d) How the Church should speak into/influence the public sphere (e.g., media, politics, education)?

How does each leg of the Biblical journey further direct our present “faithful improvisations” …
Creation

Fall

Israel

Jesus

Church

New Creation
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5.2.4: THE CORRELATIVE MOVEMENT
Fourth, the correlative movement involves explicitly cross-disciplinary dialogue between contemporary
understandings and the Christian tradition via contrasting and comparing thick practices and theory.
It is characterised by a spirituality of therapeutic mediation that seeks to answer,
Where is the common ground?
Bringing our Biblical perspective into dialogue with the concerns of homosexuals and the agenda of the gay
lobby (think Jim Wallace and Kerryn Phelps in the initial debate) …
1. Where do we affirm each other = compare
2. Where do we refuse or challenge each other = contrast
3. How can we move beyond the current impasse in a synergistic solution = create
That is, where is there genuinely common ground upon which we may construct faithful and fruitful
proposals for new action in the pragmatic movement? List two key aspects of common ground below:


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

5.2.5: THE PRAGMATIC MOVEMENT
Fifth, the pragmatic movement involves determining strategies of action that will influence situations in
ways that are desirable and entering into a reflective conversation. It is characterised by a spirituality of
servant leadership that seeks to answer, How might we respond?
Discuss:
 Should the church support gay marriage, stay silent, or oppose any such proposal?


Based upon the theological reflection we have previously undertaken, why do you argue this way?



If you had 30 seconds to represent your personal position on gay marriage, what would it be?



Would this position be different if you were speaking on behalf of the Churches of Australia?

In light of your analysis, how would you rate these apologetic responses (what is good, bad, and what
would you change if you were given anywhere from 30seconds to 8 minutes to reply in a Sunrise TV style
interview/debate?): Tim Keller here; Ravi Zacharias here; Ryan Anderson here and here.
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Who would Jesus Christ have us be for Him, today? Dot point key actions and ideas on 4 fronts:

1. The Church’s response to homosexuals within the Church


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

2. The Church’s response to homosexuals within Society at large


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

3. The Church’s response to homosexuality within the Public Sphere


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

4. The Church’s response to gay marriage within Politics


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

5.2.6: BRINGING IT TOGETHER: ACTION PLAN

Reflection Activities 9.3-9.4 – Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response the following questions, and tick off the related
boxes on pp. 14/15 of the unit guide.
#9.3 Imagine a non-Christian gay friend asked you, from your perspective (i.e., biblical worldview), to
explain what is going on and why in the culture clash over Same-Sex Marriage, what would you say?
#9.4 Your local pastor hears you’ve looked at this topic in class. They ask for your advice in what to share
with the congregation about what should be going on and how to respond to the push for SSM. What
insight and advice would you offer? More personally, now:
What changes will you make in your practice of relating with people who are homosexual?
What next steps and actions will you take in response to this public theological reflection?
What discussion papers, if any, might we formulate to serve our local church’s leadership?


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________

If we were to present a talk, or lead a forum discussion, on what would we most profitably focus?


_________________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________________
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4.3

STIMULUS: “Everything’s Bent: Rethinking ‘Normal’” (Benson 2012a I and II)

How long until homosexual marriage is legally enshrined in your country? British PM David Cameron has
come out in support of ‘Marriage Equality’. So, too, has US President Barack Obama. Everything is topsy
turvy in the land Down Under: PM Julia Gillard has cautiously allowed a conscience vote, but still contends
that marriage is technically a life-long commitment between a man and a woman. But with the Marriage
Equality (also here) movement gaining momentum, and yet another wave of Senate Inquiries to hit our
shores, many wonder if Gillard will drown in a deluge of anti-discrimination.
The rhetoric is at fever-pitch. Take our morning TV program, Sunrise. On a cold winter’s dawn, hundreds
gather out front of the studio waving over-sized placards. “I Do!” “Children Need a Mother and a Father.”
“End the Discrimination!” They’re gathered for ‘The Great Marriage Debate’. The contenders autograph tshirts like MMA sluggers before taking their corner. You can feel the heat on youtube (also here), even if
the fight generates no light. Each waits a turn to call the other crazy.
(Watch this clip below—click for link. Also, see here and here. For how the Aussie media depicts the general
population’s views of Same Sex marriage, see here and here, and the Insight SBS programme special here.)
My favourite placard was “1 in 10.” This
rally-cry is of course a throw back to
Alfred Kinsey’s highly questionable
social-science statistics, claiming one in
ten people are gay. With all the
international press, it’s not surprising
that many think it’s more like one in
four. Our 2011 Census data pegs it
closer to one in forty, a number sure to
stay in the closet. Ironically, the only
stat for 1 in 10 is the number of Aussies
preferring to live alone. From all
accounts, even when homosexual
marriage is legislated, fewer than 10
percent of gays actually want to tie the
knot.
So why all the fuss? Genuinely, I don’t mean to be dismissive. Atrocities have been committed against
homosexuals. I’m glad there are already equal rights for gay civil partnership. I recognise that over 60
percent of Australians consider the Church’s attitude against homosexuality (cf. McCrindle 2017) a blocker
to believing in Christianity. My question, though, is this: given that only about 0.2% of the population want
to marry someone of the same sex, why is this particular issue such a powder keg?
I may well be wrong, but I sense it’s primarily a fight over one word.
Normal.
[For a brilliant exploration of “normality” in sexuality from the perspective
of a Christian natural law philosopher—where sex means procreation and
union—see J. Budziszewski’s “Designed for Sex,” Touchstone (July/August
2005), available here and further expanded in Ch. 2 “The Meaning of Sexual
Powers” (pp17-34) in his book, The Meaning of Sex (2012).]
What is normal? And who’s to say? In an age of autonomy, surely I have the
right to self-definition—particularly as it relates to my core identity as a
sexual being? One man’s meat is another man’s poison, so don’t judge.
Besides which, perhaps I was born this way? We can’t fight nature, can we?
Is it just semantics? Gay vs. Straight? We need to rethink.
What if everything is bent?
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Let me borrow from the layered words of C. S. Lewis.
In the first book of his futuristic Space Trilogy, Out of the Silent Planet, we read of philologist Dr. Ransom
and interplanetary scientific entrepreneur Professor Weston on a journey to Mars—or Malacandra, as the
inhabitants call it. Each planet is under the rulership of a mighty Oyarsa, or Spirit being. Earth (Thulcandra,
the Silent Planet) is under the sway of a rebellious overlord, who has turned everything inward upon itself.
Humans are known by the many and varied Malacandrians as Hnau. This label has a ring of grandeur as the
literary expert first understands: a rational creature. On further investigation, however, Ransom discovers
the etymological truth: Hnau means ‘bent ones’.
Precisely how bent we are comes out as Professor Weston defends his plans for Mars, translated by
Ransom into Old Solar language for the enlightenment of all Malacandrians:[1]
Weston: “(1) To you I may seem a vulgar robber, (2) but I bear on my
shoulders the destiny of the human race. (3) Your tribal life (4) has
nothing to compare with our civilization—(5) with our science, (6) law, (7)
armies, and (8) transport system which is rapidly annihilating space and
time. (9) Our right to supersede you is the right of the higher over the
lower.”
Ransom’s translation: “(1) Among us, Oyarsa, there is a kind of hnau who
will take other hnau’s food—and things, when they are not looking.
Weston says he is not an ordinary one of that kind. (2) What he does now
will make very different things happen to those of our people who are not
yet born. (3) Among you, hnau of one kindred all live together (4) It is
different with us. (5) We know much. (6) We have many bent people and
we kill them or shut them in huts and that we have people for settling
quarrels between the bent hnau about their huts and mates and things.
(7) We have many ways for the hnau of one land to kill those of another
and some are trained to do it. (8) We can carry heavy weights very quickly
a long way. (9) Because of all this, Weston says it would not be the act of a bent hnau if our people killed all
your people.”
Lest I be misunderstood, I am not polarising gay and straight, as though “marriage equality” is equivalent to
Weston’s rhetoric. No, my point is deeper. It relates to all aspects of life: science, law, armies, transport,
and most definitely our sexuality. And it sits in the cosmic biblical drama of creation, fall, and redemption
(Benson 2016 I & II).
There was a time—let’s call it straight—when all of humanity lived happily and flourished within the form
given it by God. Sexuality was to image the committed complementarity of the Triune God: a loving unity
forged out of diversity. Like Lewis depicts in his second novel, Perelandra, we were truly “naked and
unashamed”, defined by the Creator and content in trust.
But we shut God out and spurned His love. With no definitions from outside, we turned inward and became
the silent planet. Now we live in a time—let’s call it bent—when everything has missed its created purpose.
It’s not that we’re as bad as we could be; rather, nothing is as good as it should be. Nothing is straight. We
all follow our broken desires to fashion a form that fits, even if it leads to death. The choice of chastity or
committed heterosexual monogamy sounds like a curse. Yet it is our sexual instinct that is out of
whack.[2] It’s now normal for most marriages to end in divorce. It’s normal for teens to sexually
experiment à la Katie Perry: “it felt so wrong, it felt so right, don’t mean I’m in love tonight.” It’s normal for
spouses to have affairs and singles to have one-night-stands. It’s painstakingly normal for loving couples to
go childless, and childish adults to beget then abuse and neglect a couple. We still see the original forms
colouring our grey world—like fidelity and commitment in both homo- and heterosexual unions, which we
should champion. Still, this side of the fall, what’s natural is not the way it’s supposed to be;
what’s normal means everything is bent. Hnau: we rationalise our rebellion, but that doesn’t make it right.
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Straight. Bent. But the story isn’t over. God has broken the sound
barrier and stepped in to make things Better. There is hope of
redemption. Whatever your bent, a progressive re-orienting of
desire can begin now, re-forming so our instincts align with what
actually brings life. I’m not naïvely or dangerously suggesting that
all gays should marry their opposite and live happily ever after.
But I am suggesting that we each, in our particular form of
‘bentness’, can be reconnected with our Creator, and reshaped
into something better.
No judgment. No name calling. No twisting of words nor explosive
rhetoric. I’m not sure precisely what this means for the current
debate. But just perhaps by acknowledging our true equality as
bent sinners before the cross—Hnau, ten in ten—we may begin
our journey towards a new normal.
[1] C. S. Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet (HarperCollinsPublishers: London,
1938), 170-81 (Chapter 20).
[2] Lewis comically explores our disproportionate desire for sex in Mere Christianity, Bk. III, Ch. 5. See doodle here.

“The point about temperance, including sexual discipline, is not that it reduces pleasure, but that it
safeguards abundance. … Sexual love is the heart of community life. Sexual love is the force that in our
bodily life connects us most intimately to the Creation, to the fertility of the world, to farming and the
care of animals. It brings us into the dance that holds the community together and joins it to its place.”
Wendell Berry (cited by Rod Dreher, The Benedict Option, [2017], pp. 196, 197-198).
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4.4

STIMULUS: “What Is Marriage?” (Messmore 2015; Anderson 2015)

<<The following was from a group email sent by Ryan Messmore, Director of The Millis Institute, conveying
The Pillar Newsletter, iss. 10, August 26, 2015, entitled, “What Is Marriage?”>>

Listening to the state of today’s public debate about marriage reminds me of a comment that Dorothy
Sayers made almost 70 years ago in her essay “The Lost Tools of Learning":
Have you ever, in listening to a debate among adult and presumably responsible people, been fretted by the
extraordinary inability of the average debater to speak to the question, or to meet and refute the arguments of
speakers on the other side? … Have you ever followed a discussion in the newspaper or elsewhere and noticed how
frequently writers fail to define the terms they use?
The Millis Institute has launched a new initiative to help students contribute to public conversations in
a more thoughtful, coherent and winsome way. We call it Socrates in Senior School, and the goal is to assist
Year 11 and 12 students to think through the right questions concerning timely issues. Last Friday we
held our inaugural event entitled “Marriage: What Questions Should We Ask?,” featuring Dr Ryan
Anderson from The Heritage Foundation in the U.S. (and author of Truth Overruled: The Future of
Marriage and Religious Freedom).

<Dr Ryan Anderson discusses the most important questions to ask concerning marriage to an audience
of over 200 young people at the Millis Institute's inaugural Socrates in Senior School forum.>
With a logical precision that would have made Dorothy Sayers proud, Anderson examined the
definitions and arguments about marriage proposed in today’s public square. He noted that the average
citizen assumes marriage is a permanent, monogamous, sexually exclusive institution between two adults. Many,
however, want to continue to uphold those norms while redefining marriage in terms of consenting
adult romance.
Anderson pointed out that this is logically problematic. If marriage is redefined as a relationship
between two caring adults regardless of their gender, it is hard to identity any principle that would require
marriage to be:


permanent (after all, feelings often change over time);



monogamous (what if some people think that sexual openness
will help their relationship?);



between only two people (what if three people share intense
intimacy?).

Furthermore, redefining marriage to mean simply a relationship of
intimacy and care-giving would not justify the government getting
involved in it in the first place.
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Anderson urged the students to engage in a more logically consistent conversation by first focusing on
the most important question regarding marriage: What is it? Citizens cannot have logically coherent
conversations about marriage equality or discrimination unless they first define what it is they are
talking about. According to Anderson,
We all want marriage equality. We all want the law to treat all marriages equally. The question is, what type of
relationship is a marriage? … The only way to know whether your definition of marriage is respecting marriage
equality is to know the reality of what marriage is in the first place. You have to first ask ‘What is marriage?
In contrast to viewing marriage in terms of consenting adult romance, Anderson outlined a
philosophically robust vision of marriage as a union binding a man and woman together to care for any
children their love brings about. This relationship is distinguished from other forms of intimacy and
care-giving by its comprehensive nature. It is comprehensive


in the levels at which it unites spouses—including a physical one-flesh union “so complete that 9
months later it might require a name”;



in the goal to which it is naturally ordered—i.e. creating and raising a new human life;



in the commitments it calls for—i.e. monogamy and sexual fidelity “‘til death do us part.”

This definition explains not only why we ascribe norms of permanence, monogamy, etc. to marriage
but also why the government has a vested interest in it (i.e. it’s inherently related to the birthing and
raising of future citizens). Indeed, Anderson argued that this definition matters because it maximizes
the possibility that a child’s father commits to the mother and that the two of them commit to the
child. He suggested that it's a matter of social justice that we provide children the greatest opportunity
possible to receive the unique benefits of mothering as well as fathering:
A law that redefines marriage to make fathers optional … makes it harder to say that the fathers [who are]
missing in their children’s lives matter. … If you care about social justice … you have to care about marriage and
you have to care that the State gets [the definition of] marriage correct.
In “The Lost Tools of Learning," Sayers lamented, “Is not the great defect of our education today …
that although we often succeed in teaching our pupils ‘subjects,’ we fail lamentably on the whole in
teaching them how to think?” I applaud the schools that participated in this inaugural Socrates in Senior
School event for encouraging their students not only to learn about an important issue but also to
cultivate the ability to think and discuss that issue in a logical and civil manner.

Class Activity 9.7—5 mins.
After working through the five movements of the
practical/public theological reflection above,
consolidate in a 30s-1min response your answer to
the question:
As a Christian what is your response to the
cultural push for Same-Sex Marriage? Why will,
or won’t, you support “marriage equality”?
Share these in pairs, then debrief as a group.
What “actions” must accompany this worldview?
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5. DOXOLOGY
Remember, we are not simply “thinking things” but “desiring creatures”. Developing a Christian
Worldview is not just about understanding rightly, but loving truly. That is, we must be intentional in our
habitual practices (or ‘liturgies’) so that our hearts are formed to love the Kingdom of God. As J. I. Packer
was fond of saying, “All true theology begets doxology.” Learning is in the service of worship.
Thus, as we will do each week, let us close by singing the Doxology:

Praise God, from Whom all blessings flow;
Praise Him, all creatures here below;
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host;
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

Forum Activity Module 9
As part of engaging with the set text and extra required readings, address each required reading
for this module, and comment on at least one other person’s post to advance the dialogue.
Clearly address the following four categories:
-a question—something you don’t understand, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something with which you disagree, or want to further nuance
-an implication—‘so what’ for how this teaching shapes your worldview
-an application—something useful right now in your context, to live out the text
Be sure to post these thoughts prior to each week’s class, as we’ll use these reflections as the basis
for an in-class discussion, where you will be expected to contribute in response to the readings.
Also, be sure to interact with at least one other student, advancing the conversation with a
question, challenge, elaboration or related story. This *isn’t* counted in the 200 word post.

Put your response on the Moodle Forum (200 words)

Preparation for Next Week …
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide p6 … Post to the forum and come prepared to share on
each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for our apologetic practice
-an application—something useful right now in your context
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share a newspaper article or media clip concerning
events in the public square, and your initial reflections from a Christian worldview.
 If it’s your turn, come ready to share with the class for 3-5 minutes concerning your main
vocation (whether present or future). Where do you see creational intent and cultural
idolatry in this vocation (designed for good, damaged by evil)? How might you participate
redemptively with healing action (restored for better so we are sent together to heal the
world, a taste of when God sets everything right) as you seek first God’s Kingdom?
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Significance for Christian theology, life and thought...
What in this session is most significant to you personally,
in forming your own theology, life and thought?
Is God a moral dictator wanting to boss us around? Does He set some arbitrary ‘standard’ of right and
wrong—a boundary we must stay within; a line not to cross—and then wait for us to screw up so He can
keep us on a leash, feeling guilty and destined to serve?
For many, that’s how they see God. But let’s try another image. If you were a parent, and your six year
old wanted to put a fork into a live power-socket, would you intervene? Would you say something, both
in warning before hand, and even scolding afterward if he or she had ignored your explicit command?
Francis Schaeffer saw God’s morality as “freedom within a form”. All life needs a form to be truly free.
Without a cell wall, the cell collapses. Without banks, a river floods. Without soil, a plant withers.
And without air, we expire. As J. Budziszewski explores in his book, On the Meaning of Sex (2012, 7-8; cf.
here), this is something obvious to millennia of natural law philosophers, ignored at our own peril:
… human nature is not a master, distinct from us, reducting us to bondage. It is the deep structure
of what we really are. The fact that we are not free to be other than human doesn’t mean that we
aren’t free; how could it truly be freedom to be false to ourselves? … That kind of liberty is just the
liberty of self-annihilation. [T]rue freedom lie[s] in being true to ourselves … directing our wills in
such a way that the meanings and purposes that lie fallow in our nature can unfold. By the latter
test, everything is free only when its nature is unfolding. An acorn is free only when it is coming to
be an oak. … Shouldn’t we direct our wills in such a way that the meanings and purposes that lie
fallow in sexuality can unfold?
In the wake of his generation’s “sexual revolution” where we felt “free” to reconstruct sexual identity,
orientation and behaviour without reference to created form, function and telos, Budziszewski laments
the fall out: “Errors about sex cause such terrible suffering, in our day more than in most. … Looking out
over the sexual landscape of our time I see a terrain of unutterable sweetness, despoiled by
unmentionable pain” (pp12, 16). Pleasure, even self-expression, can be good, but is not necessarily so.
We need a higher standard and purpose by which to judge, lest we forget the “hedonistic paradox”, that
“pleasure comes as a by-product of pursuing what is good in itself” (p14).
What pain? Well, consider these not-so-hypothetical after-dark scenarios (Budziszewski 2012, 17-21):
Midnight. Shelly is getting herself drunk so that she can bring herself to go home with the strange
man seated next to her at the bar. One o-clock. Steven is busy downloading pornographic images
of children from internet bulletin boards. Two o’clock. Marjorie, who used to spend every Friday
night in bed with a different man, has been bingeing and purging since eleven. Three o’clock. Pablo
stares through the darkness at his ceiling, wondering how to convince his girlfriend to have an
abortion. Four o’clock. After partying all night, Jesse takes another man home, not mentioning that
he tests positive for an incurable STD. Five o’clock. Lisa is in the bathroom, cutting herself
delicately but compulsively with a razor. She isn’t trying to kill herself. She doesn’t understand why
she does it. She does it often. This isn’t what my generation expected when it invented the sexual
revolution. … From a natural law perspective, the problem with twenty-first-century Western
sexuality is that it flouts the embedded principles and the inbuilt meanings of the human sexual
design. … we’re not designed for hooking up … we’re designed for our bodies and hearts to work
together. … Some ways of living comport with our design. Other’s don’t.
Budziszewski goes on to explore “what are the sexual powers for?”, capturing and harmonizing the
meanings and purposes embedded in the human sexual design, beyond subjective meaning we ascribe.
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What then are the natural meanings and purposes of the sexual powers? One is procreation—the
bringing about and nurture of new life, the formation of families in which children have moms and
dads. The other is union—the mutual and total self-giving and accepting of two polar,
complementary selves in their entirety, soul and body. These two meanings are so tightly stitched
that we can start with either one and follow the threads to the other. …
If the procreative meaning of sex is granted, the unitive meaning follows. We aren’t designed like
guppies, who cooperate only for a moment. For us, procreation requires an enduring partnership
between two beings, the man and the woman, who are different, but in ways that enable them to
complete and balance each other. Union, then, characterizes the distinctly human mode of
procreation. A parent of each sex is necessary to make the child, to raise the child, and to teach
the child. Both are needed to make him, because the female provides the egg, the male fertilizes
it, and the female incubates the resulting zygote. Both are needed to raise him, because the male
is better suited to protection, the female to nurture [Dave: more so as a whole population]. Both
are needed to teach him, because he needs a model of his own sex, a model of the other, and a
model of the relationship between them. Mom and dad are jointly irreplaceable. Their partnership
in procreation continues even after the kids are grown, because the kids need the help and
counsel of their parents to establish their own families. … Plainly, the union of the spouses is at the
center of our procreative design. Without it, procreative partnerships could hardly be expected to
endure in such a way as to generate sound and stable families. (Budziszewski 2012, 25-26)
In today’s politically correct climate, it’s easy to decry such claims as intolerant, conservative, repressive
and more. And yet, this would be to side-step and miss the logical force of a three-thousand year old
argument from natural law philosophy. And it misses the theological significance of God’s design, where
the total union of two persons generates life that animates existence—the perichoretic union in love of
Father and Son found in the life of the Spirit who hovers over the waters of the world, the primal family.
We cannot “transcend” our own given nature like gods without pain:
The union of complementary opposites is the only possible realization of their procreative
potential. Unless they come together as “one flesh”—as a single organism, though with two
personalities—procreation doesn’t occur. Why do I spend time on these matters? To emphasize
the tightness with which the different strands of our sexual design are woven together. Mutual
and total self-giving strong feelings of attachment, intense pleasure, and the procreation of new
life are linked by human nature in a single complex of meanings and purpose. For this reason, if we
try to split them apart, we split ourselves. Failure to grasp this fact is more ruinous to our lives, and
more difficult to correct, than any amount of ignorance about genital warts. It ought to be taught,
but it isn’t. (Budziszewski 2012, 29)
“What God has joined, let no one separate” (cf. Mt 19:1-12). Surely Jesus’ teaching is difficult to accept
(Budziszewski 2012, 30-32), for it has implications not simply for LGBTIQA+, but for the heartland of
Christian communities which have turned a blind eye to pornography and premarital sex (separating
pleasure from procreation and the union/gift of self), sexless marriages (separating feelings of union
from physical unitive intimacy), unquestioned use of contraceptives and intentionally childless marriages
(separating union from procreation), and growing use of reproductive technology to have kids even
without a spouse (sperm banks, surrogacy and the like, separating procreation from union).
For this reason, the purposes of sex and marriage are intertwined, even one:
The spousal bond has its own unitive structure, which nourishes these institutions and is nourished
by them in turn. This structure has principles of its own, among them these: Happiness cannot be
heightened by sexually using the Other; conjugal joy requires a mutual, total, and exclusive gift of
self. Feelings of union are no substitute for union; their purpose is to encourage the reality of
which they are merely a foretaste. The procreative and unitive meanings of sexuality are joined by
nature; they cannot be severed without distorting or diminishing them both.
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These meanings, purposes, and principles are the real reason for the commands and prohibitions
contained in traditional sexual morality. Honor your parents. Care for your children. Save sex for
marriage. Make mariage fruitful. Be faithful to your spouse.
Let the sexual revolution bury the sexual revolution. Having finished revolving, we arrive back
where we started. What your mother—no, what your grandmother—told you was right all along.
These are the natural laws of sex. (Budziszewski 2012, 33).
Why finish an already long set of lecture notes with this somewhat philosophical exploration of natural
law? Well, it’s personal, for believing and living this philosophy has massive implications for one’s life.
And for one’s faith. For it means trusting that God is good, and that his designs endure.
God created life; He knows how it works best. He created us to live with Him at the centre, in the form of
love which brings true freedom. Morality is not arbitrary. Right and wrong are natural extensions both of
the nature of a holy and righteous God, and applications of life lived in accordance with our created
form.
So, when we trust His commands, life works as it should—albeit in a fallen world where much is outside
of our control … we align with the way things were prior to the fall, and will be when Jesus returns to set
everything in the right, aware that righteous living now aligns with the general direction of creation, but
that at times our straight path in a crooked world may bring its own pain. … But by and large, living God’s
way leads to freedom now, and future hope. It’s what we were created for. In obedience to God’s law is
fullness of life, but the one who lacks self-control is like a city without walls.
For me, this means that I can worship God in the everyday, by trusting His commands; and, I can find
further warrant for my extension of trust as I see life work better when I walk Jesus’ way. In this frame,
both singleness and marriage, celibacy and faithful union, find their right place in the family of God.
This is not a dry argument for moral objectivism, nor a swipe at moral relativism,
but it is existentially what it means to me to
“trust and obey, for there is no other way to be happy in Jesus, but to trust and obey.”
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